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November 14, 1997

Mr. Louis Gose, Mayor
City of'Blackwell
111 N. Main
Blackwell, Oklahoma 74631
Dear Mayor Gose,
This letter is intended to c1ari1¥ some ofthe confusion that has been created reg~g the
cleanup levels for the SoU Remediation Unit ofthe BlackweU Zinc site and which has led
to unnecessary delay ofthe soil cleanup. It is unfortunate that what '\J{aS a cooperative
effort between the Department ofEnvironmental Quality (DEQ), the City ofBlackweH,
private citizens. and the potentially responsible parties (Cypms-Amax.and the Blackwell
Industrial Authority) has been derailed. Over the last several years that we have been
holding meetiIigs with the potentially responsible parties (PRPs), the Steering Committee.
and the citizens ofBlackweD, We at DEQ have thoroughly eqjoyed working on f:he
project. For those years as virtually every aspect ofthe investigation and' proposed
remedy was discussed openly at the numerous Steering Committee and Public meetingS
the project seemed to be a model ofhow to allow anyone wllo was interested in a site to
participate. It seems now though that we are not dealing with people from Blackwell
anymore but rather with a few individuals from elsewhere who have c~osen to pursue an
adversarial approach and who have effectively ground the project to a balt. We hope that
this current situation can be reversed and that we can get back to working with the City of
Blackwell in a cooperative manner.
'
In regard to the cleanup levels for the site let ine assure you that the levels are within the
range that United States Enviromnental Protec1;ion Agency (EPA) has used at similar
mining and smelting sites across the country. The overall remedy for the Soil Remediation
Unit is similar to remedies for $Uch sites as well. Mr. Noel Bennett of the EPA has
infomted me that BPA will be sending a letter to indicate their support ofthe remedy and
the cleanup levels, since EPA's position on these issues bas been brought into question.

We are quite surprised at the recent concerns raised about the cleanup levels. What
transpired in setting the cleanup levels is that the P s Ilt forth a risk assessment that
postured for cleanup levels higher than EPA and DEQ (and most regulatory agenet
usually are willing to accept. Therefore DEQ made much more conservative assumptions
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and put forth safe cleanup levels-that would be acceptable to EPA, because- under our
deferral agreement EPA has veto power over such issues. The PRPs agreed to the
cleanup levels proposed by DEQ. Ifthe PRPs had chosen to continue to work on
modifYing their risk assessment they might have been able to demonstrate that even higher
levels could have been acceptable to DEQ and EPA
Much attention has been focused on why the residential cleanup level for arsenic is in the
one in a hundred thousand range (commonly referred to as 1O·~ as opposed to the one in a
million range (10"'). '[his ~odd co~~ someonewho claims to be an expert on
risk assessment since it is common knowledge in the risk assessment community that EPA
iiaSadmifted that the risk from. arsenic has been overestimated and BPA routinely uses the
10" cleanup range for residential cleanup levels. :in fact, the nonnall0"' level is well
below naturally occurring levels ofarsenic in many areas. particularly in. the western
United States. It is my understanding that at the most recent meeting in BIaekweU Mr.
Teat; who along with Mr. Page has raised this issue repeatedly. was asked ifhe bad ever
actually advocated using the 10"' level for arsenic and he would not answer the question.
DEQ is not interested in providing an credibili to the idea that there is any need for the
citizens 0
mell to RID! expens. to ~ore ~ mit}ute L
ofrl assessment
TsSileS:""Risk assessment is a very academicendeavor and two -qualified risk assessors can
calculate different numbers to represent the same level of risk. Assuming that they are
both within the'reasonable ranges ofinput parameters etc., neither one can prove with
absolute certainty that their number is .right and the other is wrong. Thus a d~ate over
every little detail ofsetting risk based cleanup levels is essentially pointless since many
issues boil down to a difference in professional judgment. Such a debate could go on
endlessly and could incur a great deal ofcost to whomever is paying the bill. Risk
assessment is not an exact sCience, if it 'were risk assessors representing enviromnental,
regulatory and industry groups would wind up calculating very similar numbers for a given
level of risk. They seldom agree because a great deal ofprofessional judgment goes into
setting up exposure scenarios, choosing the most appropriate data to use for a given site,
adding safety factors and making assumptioos that go into 'calculating a cleanup level.
Risk assessors can manipulate the final result based on their personal bias and based on
their cllent's desires. In fact in many tases, cleanup levels are actually negotiated to a
degree by agreements regarding the details ofthe various input parameters described
above. Regu1atory agencies are only willing to negotiate such factors t? the degree that
the final cleanup levels fall within a reasonable and protective range.
Risk assessment is a scientific method which is used to estimate the level ofrisk posed by
a given level of a substance. Actually, the intent in risk assessment is to overeStimate the
risk so that there is at least a 95% degree ofcertainty that the. actual risk is at or below the
calculated risk Critics ofBPA's risk assessment methodologies often argue that the
actual risk is far below that normally calculated by regulatoI}' agencies. They may be
correct but regulatory agencies feel compelled to err on the side of safety, however, we
also realize that erring too far on the side. ofsafety could have adverse economic impacts
and could result in fewer sites being cleaned up. Environmental professionals in

"regulatory agencies consider the setting ofcleanup levels to be a risk management activity
in which the infonnation provided by risk assessment is considered along with other
.
factors in setting the final cleanup levels. RiSk. assessment is a tool, not necessarily the
final word in setting oleanup levels.

DBQ wishes to make it very clear that we GaIl not allow the soil oleanup to continue to
languish over supposed concerns regarding the cleanup levels. The cl~up levels and the
remedy for the Soil Remediation Unit were selected by DBQ after conducting a lengthy
evaluation ofthe site and holding a (annal public me8tmg and soliciting fonnal public
comments. Our process was very open and tair, we have long since passed the time to
negotiate cleanup levels. The Blackwell Industrial Authority (BlA) was one ofthe
orlginal members ofthe Steering Committee and was invited to all ofthe conunittee and
public meetings. From the beginning we have considered BlA and Cyprus-Amax to have
~
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been working together as a PRP "group" as parties to the consent order and that
submittals ofdocuments were from the PRPs collectively for the legal purposes ofthe
consent order. This is the standard manner in which multiple parties under a consent order
are considered to function. The DEQ d~ not medA!e in the int~ agreem~ts or
relationships ofPRP grouPS; we expoot that tbt;, parties are professional businessplen and
should work out reasonable arnmgements and look out for their own inter~. The BIA
officials could have involved themselves directly in the formulation and drafting of
documents fmc1uding the risk asse$SIlleDttprigr to wb@!!a1 to DEQ and should have
~. ~arentJ.J'a BJ4.9hose not to ~olve ~ves ~ the ~evelopment of the risk
assessment d other documents for subnuttal or m the public reView process.

-

In" the beginning ofthe project Amax officials (prior to the merger with Cyprus Minerals)
. had indicated the possibility ofworldng capitol improvements into the remedy for the site.
They had reportedly built a large warehouse on a similar site in New Jersey. After Amax
was merged with Cyprus and we began dealing with representatives ofthe new company
Cyprus-Amax, the Cyprus-Amu officials began to move away from the ideas put forth by
their predecessors. I personally tried to keep alive the concept of bullding a large building
foundation or other such structures as part oftbe remedy for the site as I thought this
would be beneficial to Blackwell and the BIA. My efforts were curtailed by the
representative ofthe BlA, Mr. Long. Mr. Long told me very clearly. in the presence of
Cyptus-Amax officials, that the BIA did not want pennanent structures as part of the
remedy. He indicated that BlA needed to have clear areas available so that structures
could be built to the specifications of future tenants. That is essentially the only comment
that we received from anyone connected with the BIA in regard to the remedy for the site.
After that the DEQ proposed a remedy that was very practical, cost-effective, and which
would allow for large areas ofthe BlA property to be available for future development.

The failure ofthe BIA to grant access to Cyprus-Amax has delayed the start ofthe
residential and industrial soil cleanup through this year's construction season. In order not
to lose yet a,nother year, DBQ is going to require that the soil cleanup begin no tater than
next MarGh 15, 1998. IfBIA does not grant access to Cyprus-Amax they should be aware
that under the consent order BIA can be held accountable for the entire remediation. Our

attorneys infonned me some time ago that we could have already been assessing stipulated
penalties against BlA for obstroeting the remediation. At up to $SOO per day since last
June when the remediation should have started, that could add up to a substantial ~m of
money. We did not enforce the stipulated penalty provisions oftile consent order against
BlA in hopes that the situation would be resolved in a reasonable and cooperative manner.
It· is time for the soil remediation to move forward. Another year ofexposure of children
in Blackwell to this pub6c health threat is not acceptable to any ofus. A letter is being
sent to the BIA and to their attorney Mr. Page and sbaII serve as Qotice that stipulated
penalties will begin to accrue ifBIA has not granted access to Cyprus-Amax to conduct
the remedy for the Soil Remediation Unit by December 10. 1997. We want this issue
resolved by that time in order to allow enough time for logistical and contraetual issues to
be worked out to insure that the soil remediation can proceed in March of 1998.

We are not going to require that the BIA agree to any other side issues or conditions with
Cyprus.-Amax other than to grant them access in order for the remediation to proceed. It
does not matter to DEQ ifa global agreement or specific issues such as long-term
operation and maintenance ofthe remedy are worked out yet. Enough time has been
spent evaluating the site and it is time to get the residential cleanup underway. There is no
legitimate reason for further delay.
I hope that DEQ and the City ofBlackwe11 can find a way to return this project to the
cooperative atmosphere that previously prevailed. Ifyou have any questions please feel
:free to contact me at (405)271-7213.
Sincerely.

c5~
Scott A. Thompson
Environmental Program Director
cc:

Don Wood, BIA
Noel Bennett, EPA
Patrick Lee. Cyprus-Amax
Sally Norris. City Manager
Blackwell Environmental Steering Committee
David Page, Gardere & Wynne

